Abstract Software testing is an important part of the software development process. Testing comes in many flavours: unit testing, property testing, regression testing, contract checking, etc. QuickCheck is probably one of the most advanced tools for testing properties of functional programs. It supports the definition of properties and random test-data generators in Haskell, and checks that a property passes the test cases. A datatype-generic function is parametrised by a type. Examples of generic functions are equality tests, maps and pretty printers. A generic function can be seen as a template algorithm that can be instantiated with (the structure of) a data type. Generic functions satisfy generic properties. This paper discusses testing properties of generic functions. It shows how generic properties can be formulated, and how QuickCheck can be used to test generic properties. Furthermore, it shows how to automatically generate QuickCheck generators using Generic Haskell.
Introduction
Software testing aims to find errors in software by means of running the software. It is an important part of the software development process. Testing comes in many flavours: unit testing, property testing, regression testing, contract checking, black-box/white-box testing, etc.
Property testing is based on the fact that functions satisfy properties. Together with a function a programmer writes one or more properties that should be satisfied by the function. For example, consider the following excerpt from a library for manipulating bits. where int2bits 0 bs = bs int2bits n bs = int2bits (n 'div ' 2) (int2bit (n 'mod ' 2) : bs) int2bit
:: Int → Bit int2bit n = if n 0 then O else I Functions bits2int and int2bits convert a list of bits to an integer and vice versa. To see if these functions are inverses we could check the following properties:
prop int2bits bits2int
::
[Bit] → Bool prop int2bits bits2int bs = (int2bits . bits2int) bs bs prop bits2int int2bits
:: Int → Bool prop bits2int int2bits n = (bits2int . int2bits) n n Checking with a property checker immediately reveals that they don't hold. A counterexample to the first property is [O, I , I ] (leading zeroes should be removed in the first property), and to the second property is −3 (negative numbers are not properly encoded in int2bits). Since mistakes like these are not at all uncommon in programs, we want support to either prove or test that such properties hold. QuickCheck [1] is probably one of the most advanced tools for testing properties of functional programs. It supports the definition of properties and random test-data generators in Haskell, and checks that a property passes the test cases. Gast [7] is a tool similar to QuickCheck, but for property testing in Clean [12] . With Gast a user does not have to supply test-data generators: test data is automatically generated for arbitrary data types. For recursive data types, the test data generated by Gast is not of random size. Gast enumerates data in a breadth-first manner, so for example for lists, the first 500 test cases do not contain lists of length longer than four. QuickCheck generates lists of length up to 200 in the same situation.
A generic function is parametrised by a type. Examples of generic functions are equality, map, and pretty printers. A generic function can be seen as a template algorithm that can be instantiated with (the structure of) a data type. Generic functions satisfy generic properties. Just as a generic function, a generic property can be seen as a template property that can be instantiated with (the structure of) a data type to obtain a property. This paper -discusses testing properties of generic functions. It shows how properties of generic functions in Generic Haskell [3] can be formulated and tested using QuickCheck. -defines generic QuickCheck generators using Generic Haskell. This means we get the best of both worlds -we combine the strengths of QuickCheck with generic support inspired by Gast.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces and compares QuickCheck and Gast. Section 3 introduces generic programming in Generic Haskell. Section 4 shows how QuickCheck is used to check properties of generic functions. Section 5 discusses the properties that should hold for the functions in the library of Generic Haskell. Section 6 presents different ways of generating test data for arbitrary data types. Section 7 concludes and discusses future work.
QuickCheck and Gast
QuickCheck and Gast are tools for checking properties of functions. This section briefly introduces the two tools.
QuickCheck
QuickCheck is an automatic testing tool for Haskell programs. The programmer provides a specification of the program, in the form of properties that functions should satisfy, and QuickCheck then tests that the properties hold in a large number of randomly generated cases. Specifications are expressed in Haskell, using combinators defined in the QuickCheck library. The library provides combinators to define properties, observe the distribution of test data, and define test data generators.
Many properties are simple Boolean functions, implicitly universally quantified over all arguments:
To test a property it is passed to the function test:
Main> test prop_PlusAssoc Falsifiable, after 8 tests: -4.6 -4.0 3.6
Here QuickCheck finds a simple counterexample illustrating that finite precision Floats don't behave like ideal real numbers.
The QuickCheck library also provides conditional properties, where tests not satisfying the precondition are discarded:
Main> test prop_SmallPrime OK, passed 100 successful tests.
Here QuickCheck has generated a few hundred test cases (randomly chosen numbers x ) out of which 100 were prime and all of those were <100. As it turns out, the default generator for integers starts with small numbers (within the interval [−n / 2 . . n / 2] after n tests) which for this case means that 100 successful test cases was not enough to find a counterexample. Fortunately, it is also possible to define a custom generator, using the infinite list of primes: This example is chosen to show that some care needs to be taken in interpreting the results from testing: Gast enumerates data in a breadth-first manner, only randomising the order "within each level". For recursive data types this is problematic, because of the exponential growth of the search space -as we can see, the first 500 test cases do not contain a single list with more than four elements. QuickCheck generates lists up to length around 200 in the same situation.
The enumeration approach used by Gast does have a number of advantages: it avoids generating the same test case more than once and it makes it possible to actually prove properties over finite domains within the same framework (using exhaustive testing). The Clean implementation of Gast is fast, but for recursive data types the exponential search space means that reaching reasonably sized test cases just takes too long.
Gast does not support shrinking, but there is no need to shrink failing test cases when they are generated and tested in order of increasing size.
Generic programming in Generic Haskell
In this section we introduce type-indexed functions by means of an example and we explain how type-indexed functions become generic in Generic Haskell.
Type-indexed functions
A type-indexed function takes an explicit type argument, and can have behaviour that depends on this type argument. For example, suppose the unit type Unit, sum type :+:, and product type :*: are defined as follows:
We use infix type constructors :+: and :*: and an infix value constructor :*: to ease the presentation. The type-indexed function eq checks equality of two values. We define the function eq on booleans, the unit type, sums, and products as follows in Generic Haskell:
where eqBool is the standard equality function on Booleans. The type signature of eq is as follows:
The context (eq{|a| }) ⇒ in this signature says that eq has a dependency [9] on eq. A type-indexed function f depends on another type-indexed function g if g is used on a type argument (a dependency variable) α in the definition of f . The occurrences of α and β in the definition of eq are dependency variables.
Generic functions
A type-indexed function such as eq does not only work on the types that appear as its type indices. To see why eq is in fact generic and works on arbitrary data types, we give a mapping from data types to structure types such as units, sums, and products. It suffices to define a function on structure types in order to obtain a function that can be applied to values of arbitrary data types. If there is no specific case for a type in the definition of a generic function, generic behaviour is derived automatically by the compiler by exploiting the structural representation.
For example, the definition of the function eq that is generically derived for lists is equivalent to the following specific definition:
To obtain this instance, the compiler needs to know the structural representation of lists, and how to convert between lists and their structural representation. We will describe these components in the remainder of this section.
Structure types
The structural representation (or structure type) of types is expressed in terms of units, sums, products, and base types such as integers, characters, etc. For example, for the list and tree data types defined by
we obtain the following structural representations: where we assume that :*: binds stronger than :+: and both type constructors associate to the right. Note that the representation of a recursive type is not recursive, and refers to the recursive type itself: the representation of a type in Generic Haskell only represents the structure of the top level of the type.
Embedding-projection pairs
If a type a can be embedded in, or represented by, another type b, a witness of this property can be stored as a pair of functions converting back and forth (an embedding-projection pair):
A type T can be embedded in its structure-representation type 
The definitions of such embedding-projection pairs are automatically generated by the Generic Haskell compiler for all data types that appear in a program.
Tying the knot Using structure-representation types and embedding-projection pairs, a call to a generic function on a data type T is reduced to a call on type T
• . For example, for equality we obtain a function of type a
• → a • → Bool. To convert this function back to a function of type a → a → Bool we use the function bimap [2] . Hence, if the generic function is defined for view types such as Unit, :+:, and :*:, we do not need cases for specific data types such as List or Tree anymore. For primitive types such as Int, Float, IO or →, no structure type is available. Therefore, for a generic function to work on these types, specific cases are necessary.
Generic abstractions, local redefinitions, and default cases
Generic Haskell supports a number of extensions that simplify defining and using generic functions. First, using a generic abstraction, we can define a generic function in terms of another generic function instead of by induction on the structure types. For example, we can test equality of functions by means of the following generic function:
which is a generic abstraction that is defined in terms of, and depends on, the standard generic equality function.
Generic functions may have dependencies. We can use local redefinition to redefine the dependencies of generic functions. For example, if we want equality on lists of characters to be case insensitive, we can write
Another way in which we may obtain this behaviour is via a so-called default case, which allows us to extend an existing generic function by adding new cases or overriding existing ones.
Many more examples of these extensions, and a discussion about the merits and disadvantages of these constructs can be found in Löh's thesis [8] .
QuickCheck for generic functions
This section explains how we use QuickCheck for testing properties of generic functions. The biggest challenge here is to formulate generic properties. We start this section with a number of generic properties, and then discuss how we can use QuickCheck to test them.
Minimal and maximal values
prop minBound x = compare minBound x GT prop maxBound x = compare maxBound x LT that is, minBound is smaller than or equal to any other value, and maxBound is larger than or equal to any other value. The method compare ::a → a → Ordering, in the class Ord (used for totally ordered data types) allows a single comparison to determine the precise ordering of two elements:
data Ordering = LT | EQ | GT Haskell allows to derive the bounds automatically for some user-defined data types (enumeration types and single-constructor data types whose constituent types are in Bounded ). Generic Haskell's library contains definitions of the generic values gminBound {|·| } and gmaxBound {|·| } for all algebraic types (not only for those types for which Haskell supports deriving). To formulate a generalisation of the property above, we also need the generic compare function gcompare from Generic Haskell's library. The desired properties now read as follows:
prop gminBound {|t ::
Note that the properties are formulated as generic abstractions in Generic Haskell. Since generic properties describe properties of generic functions, all generic properties are defined as generic abstractions.
Properties of map
The generic equivalent gmap of the well known map function applies zero or more functions (depending on the kind of its data type argument) to the appropriate elements in a value of the data type. For example, the instance of gmap on the data type Tree a b defined in Section 3 has the following type:
Function gmap is defined as the deep identity function, and local redefinition is used to obtain map-like behaviour. For tree :: Tree Int Char we would write let gmap{|α| } = chr gmap{|β| } = ord in gmap{|Tree α β| } tree to convert the integers to characters, and the characters to integers.
Properties of gmap can be derived from properties of map. Function map on lists is a part of a functor, and satisfies the functor laws: it preserves the identity, and distributes over composition. Function gmap preserves the identity, and it distributes over composition. For a type constructor c :: * → * , we want to obtain something like
However, we want this property to allow instantiations for types like · :+: · of kind * → * → * , where instead of two, four functions are passed as argument. Hinze [2] shows how to generalise these properties for types of arbitrary kinds. For example, for a type constructor d of kind * → * → * we have
The resulting property is kind-indexed. To prove a generic property, it suffices to prove instances of the property on the structure types [2] . Similarly, to test the validity of a generic property, it suffices to test the validity of a property on the structure types. To test the validity of a property on all structure types, we would have to write a separate instance of the property for each structure type. Take the property prop gminBound as an example. The simplest structure type is Unit. For this case, the following expression would be tested: Since gminBound depends on gcompare and on itself, prop gminBound Sum takes five arguments. The last argument is a value of type a :+: b, and the other arguments are instances of gcompare and gminBound on the types a and b, respectively. In general, implications P =⇒ Q may be hard to test in QuickCheck. In particular when the condition P is often False, Q is only tested for a few of the generated test cases. For many of the properties this turns out to be a problem -for example, for most properties of equality the condition requires generated values to be equal. For the above property for gminBound the problem is even worse, because the left-hand side of the implication includes a local universal quantification which is not implementable with QuickCheck properties. We solve this problem by supplying generators: instead of testing λx → P x =⇒ Q x we test forAll genP (λx → Q x ). In general it is hard or impossible to convert a property to a generator, but to obtain testable properties this is a necessary step.
Testing generic properties
To avoid some of the problems with implications and local quantification, we define a data type which combines the structure types in a single data type, and use that data type for testing the library. The following data type combines the most important structure types, and is easily extended with more cases for basic structure types.
The data type StructureTypes contains cases for units, integers, characters, products, and labels. The cases for sums and constructors are implicit, but appear since there is a choice between constructors in the data type, and there are constructor names in the data type. To test the validity of the property prop gminBound with this approach we use the QuickCheck function test on the data type StructureTypes Int:
QuickCheck generates test cases from the data type StructureTypes Int if we provide a generator (an element of Gen (StructureTypes Int)). We have used an instance of the generic generator arb3 (defined later in Section 6).
Properties of the Generic Haskell Library
The Generic Haskell library consists of a number of basic generic functions that are used often in generic programs. It is a prelude for generic programs. Many functions of the Generic Haskell library are taken from Haskell's prelude [11] . This includes functions that implement the methods that are derivable in Haskell, and generalisations of list functions such as map, sum, prod , and , etc. Another source of inspiration for the Generic Haskell library is PolyLib [5] , the library of PolyP, which contains many basic generic functions. Since generic functions from the library will often be used as basic building blocks in generic-programming applications, it is important that they are correct. Therefore, the generic functions in the Generic Haskell library are natural candidates for applying our approach to testing generic functions.
The Generic Haskell library consists of twelve modules, of which we will consider the following six: Eq.ghs, Compare.ghs, Enum.ghs, Bounds.ghs, and ReadShow.ghs, corresponding to the derivable Haskell classes Eq, Ord , Enum, Bounded , Read , and Show , and the module Map.ghs, which implements the generic map function gmap. We will introduce the generic functions used in this section briefly, often referring to their non-generic Haskell equivalents. More information about the functions in the Generic Haskell library can be found in the user's guide [10] .
It is impossible to give a complete set of properties for the functions defined in the six modules. Furthermore, this paper would become far too long if we would give properties for all of the functions defined in these modules. We intend to add the properties to the library of Generic Haskell though.
Properties of gread and gshow
Functions gshow and gread implement the derivable read and show functions from Haskell. Just as in Haskell, they are defined in terms of helper functions gshowsPrec and greadsPrec. Reading a value after showing it should be the identity. Showing after reading need not be the identity: the original value might contain concrete syntax (spaces, newlines) that are not generated by the show function.
prop gread gshow {|t ::
where feq is pointwise equality of functions, see Section 3. It turned out that gread could not cope with named fields in data types. The StructureTypes a data type contains this constructor:
The anA field triggered a runtime error (pattern match failure) in gread . QuickCheck does not trap exceptions, so when a property fails, QuickCheck fails instead of just counting this as a failed test case. Fortunately, the Haskell compiler ghc includes (unsafe) functions to catch exceptions in pure code, so by wrapping the property in an exception handler returning False for all exceptions, we have used QuickCheck to find the bug.
Main> test (protect prop_gread_gshow_STInt) Falsifiable, after 3 successful tests (shrunk failing case 3 times):
STLabel {anA = -2}
The problem was actually not in gread , but in gshow . There was no space character after the equality sign, so when a negative integer was shown, the two characters "=-" were later "parsed" by gread as one token. A one-character change to the source code fixed this problem, but revealed another bug, this time in gread . Function gread did not allow parentheses around STLabel {anA = 2}, while gshow (and the derived show in Haskell) printed parentheses. After this second fix, all tests passed.
Properties of gmap
Function gmap preserves the identity:
To test this function, we instantiate it on the type StructureTypes a. 
However, we want this property to allow instantiations for types like · :+: · of kind * → * → * , where instead of two, four functions are passed as argument. To use a single function for expressing this property on types of different kinds, we formulate the distributivity property by means of three copies of gmap, of which we only define gmap1 here. Using local redefinition we can instantiate these copies differently for different cases. (
To instantiate this property on the data type StructureTypes a, we locally redefine the gmap copies.
Properties of enum
Function enum exhaustively enumerates all possible instances of a particular data type.
For example, enum{|Int| } yields the list of all possible (machine-) integers. A property that should hold for this function is the following:
prop enum{|t| } :: t → Bool prop enum{|t| } value = value ∈ enum{|t| } This property says that any value of type t should be in the enumeration of that type. Interestingly, checking this property is not really an option -at least for most real-life data types. Recursive data types often have infinitely many values, so using QuickCheck to test whether or not a value appears in the enumeration may take infinitely long. When testing the property instantiated with the StructureTypes Int data type QuickCheck just looped, and at first we thought this was just to be expected. But a more careful examination revealed that the property looped already for the first test case, which should have been small enough to be found early in the enumeration list. It turned out to be a subtle bug in the definition of the generic enum function. The enumeration used a version of Cantor diagonalisation which was "non-productive" in the case of infinite lists. By replacing just the diagonalisation function, the generic enum implementation worked as expected. Still, the property remains effectively untestable -already some trees built from just seven constructors are more than 10000 elements down the list.
The problem is just another instance of the problem Gast has with coverage for recursive data types (remember that Gast also uses (randomised) enumeration): While every element is somewhere in the enumeration list, and will eventually be generated by Gast, only small elements are reachable (will be tested by Gast) within reasonable time. Testing the enumeration property with Gast (instead of QuickCheck) is possible but not very useful -it is not very surprising that values (test cases) generated from an enumeration list actually are elements of a very similar enumeration list.
Another property of enum relates enum to the generic function empty that returns the 'least' value of a type. For example, for the List type empty would return the empty list.
prop enum empty{|t| } :: Bool prop enum empty{|t| } = empty{|t| } ∈ enum{|t| } As the type signature reveals, this is more a unit test than a QuickCheck property. No random value is generated, so QuickCheck tests the same thing in each test. It would be more interesting to range over different types for t, but this does not fit the (current, non-generic) QuickCheck framework.
